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Please note that all prizes need to be claimed before 22nd November 2020, unless otherwise specified.

Conducted by Lord ArcherJeffrey Archer has topped the bestseller lists around the world, 
with sales of over 275 million copies in 97 countries and in more 
than 37 languages. He gained a Blue in Athletics at Oxford and ran 
the 100 yards in 9.6 seconds for Great Britain in 1966. Jeffrey has 
served 27 years as a Member of the House of Lords.  

Lord Archer is an art collector and amateur auctioneer, conducting 
around 20 charity auctions a year, which last year raised just over 
£3m for good causes. With his help, the Live Auction at the 2018 
Chain of Hope Gala Ball raised over £2 million.

Chain of Hope is grateful to have Lord Archer as an Ambassador 
who has been involved with the Charity for over 10 years.

LORD ARCHER
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A PRIVATE BOX AT CHELSEA FC TO WATCH CHELSEA VS MANCHESTER UNITED
Watch two Premier League club giants go head-to-head in style at Stamford Bridge. From a private box, you and seven guests will have 
the best views in the house as Chelsea take on Manchester United in a battle of these two premiership greats on the 8th February. 

Enjoy a champagne reception and three course-meal before kick-off, then sit back and catch all the action with a complimentary bar 
service provided throughout.

Kindly Donated by the Amjad and Suha Bseisu Foundation.

At the end of this thrilling match, take home a Chelsea shirt signed by the 2019/2020 first team with a certificate of authenticity. 

Tickets are for Chelsea vs Manchester United on the 8th February 2020 and are non-transferable.  The date and time of this game is subject to change by Chelsea FC.

www.theamjadandsuhabseisufoundation.com 
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THE BOUNDARIES OF OUR REALITY BY THE CONNOR BROTHERS
Maddox Gallery is thrilled to offer a lucky winner the opportunity to own this unique piece of art, created by renowned British artists, The Connor 
Brothers. The Connor Brothers is the pseudonym for British artists James Golding and Mike Snelle.  The duo came to prominence in 2012 and for several 
years maintained their anonymity by using a fictional biography.  Their identities were revealed in 2014 in a major feature by Mick Brown in The Telegraph 
magazine, allowing them to undertake more ambitious projects. 

The Connor Brothers have exhibited internationally from New York, Sydney and Dubai to London, Hong Kong and Berlin. Their work frequently appears 
at major auction houses where a record price was achieved in 2016. Works can also be found in major public and private collections including The Victoria 
and Albert Museum, The Penguin Collection and both the Omar Koch and Niarchos Collections. This unique one off piece is a hand embellished work 
on paper. We are thrilled to be auctioning this piece this evening, especially given the positive and aspirational message of the piece which so aptly reflects 
Chain of Hope’s ambitions to deliver hope and joy in even the hardest of circumstances. 

Non Transferable and Non refundable. Delivery is included within the M25 area. Delivery outside of the M25 will be at an additional cost. Collection of prize must be organised by 6th December 2019, storage after 
this time is at winner’s cost.

www.maddoxgallery.com
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THE ULTIMATE DAY IN BORDEAUX
By invitation of HRH Prince Robert of Luxembourg, on behalf of Domaine Clarence Dillon, we are delighted to auction an incredible opportunity for six 
wine lovers to visit the exclusive Château La Mission Haut-Brion, Château Haut-Brion and Château Quintus. Begin this incredible journey in absolute 
luxury, courtesy of VistaJets, who will fly you and your five guests by private jet from London to Bordeaux to visit these iconic wine producers. Upon 
arrival, you will be met by your private transfer who will take you to the Château. Experience Private Tastings of these exquisite wines in one of the most 
beautiful estates in the region followed by lunch amongst the vineyards. 
 
End a wonderful day flying back by private jet with Vistajets to London.

To remember the experience, Domaine Clarence Dillon offers three magnum bottles of some of their finest wines; the Quintus 2015, Haut Brion Rouge 
2015 and Mission Haut Brion Rouge 2015.  A true wine lover’s dream.

Weekdays only, excluding public holidays or summer holidays (mid-July to mid-August). Order of the day subject to change. Dates subject to availability and approval from Domaine Clarence Dillon.  
Prize to be used within 12 months.

www.domaineclarencedillon.com
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VIP SILVERSTONE EXPERIENCE AND TOUR OF MCLAREN RACING FACTORY
McLaren are delighted to offer a Formula 1 experience at the iconic British Grand Prix in 2020 for two people. As part of your Grand Prix experience you 
will have designated grandstand seats at a specially selected part of the track for the whole weekend to ensure you have the optimum view of all the action. 
We will also invite you to visit us in the McLaren Garage on Friday for a behind the scenes tour as well as a tour of the Paddock. 
 
Follow up the race on a date of your choice with a comprehensive tour of the McLaren Racing factory, during which you will have the chance to 
experience first-hand the different departments that comprise the Formula One Team, including the race team bays, the machine shop department,  
the composites shop department, the specialised tooling hall and the on-site wind tunnel.

End this incredible opportunity with a gift of the McLaren race overalls used by British Formula One Legend, Fernando Alonso.

Dates for the tour are subject to availability and restrictions apply. McLaren require a guest list, including company names for approval.  

www.mclaren.comwww.vistajet.com



www.thetaaras.com
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LUXURY YACHT HOLIDAY IN STUNNING MALAYSIA
An exclusive opportunity for six people to experience the wonders of beautiful Malaysia by invitation of Chain of Hope supporter, Mr Vincent Tan. 
The trip will start with a night in the wonderful Kuala Lumpur at the five-star Berjaya Times Square.
From here fly off to the ultimate relaxing stay at the idyllic Taaras Resort for four nights. Nestled on the beautiful island of Redang and surrounded by the 
spectacular waters of the richly diverse South China Sea, the resort bestows a contemporary barefoot luxury experience. The resort offers a wide range 
of facilities, including a beachside pool, a top-notch watersports centre and exceptional diving and snorkelling opportunities. 
Mr Tan then offers the winners to spend three nights on his personal yacht. The incredible Asean Lady – a luxury 87 metre superyacht – will be 
exclusively your home for three nights. A true once in a lifetime opportunity, the Asean Lady offers guests the ultimate luxury experience where all your 
needs will be met by wonderful staff in the most beautiful surroundings. Take the opportunity to learn to snorkel or dive in one of the most lush and 
beautiful landscapes in the world. Mr Tan himself has offered to host a dive or snorkel for these very lucky winners and show them the magic of these 
stunning waters. End an incredible experience with one more night in Kuala Lumpur.

Flights to and from Malaysia are not included.  All internal travel, accommodation, food and drinks are included. Unavailable during Malaysia Monsoon Season (October to March). All accommodation is subject to 
availability. Prize to be used before 22nd November 2020.
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EL CLASICO AT CAMP NOU IN 2020-2021
You and two guests will be chauffeur-driven by H.R. Owen to the airport where you will fly off to Barcelona, courtesy of British Airways, to watch the 
highly anticipated and hugely popular FC Barcelona vs Real Madrid at Camp Nou. In three of the best seats in the stadium, one row above the Directors’ 
area, you will experience first-hand the adrenaline on the field, enjoy the unique electrifying atmosphere and watch the thrilling action.

Whilst there, you and your two guests will stay at the luxury five-star Majestic Hotel in a Deluxe Executive View Room.  The hotel offers luxurious 
accommodation in a neoclassical building on Passeig de Gràcia and features a spa, rooftop swimming pool and a terrace with amazing views of the city.

Tickets are for FC Barcelona vs Real Madrid at Camp Nou for the 2020/2021 Season and are non transferable. Dates of Fixtures are TBC. Flights and Hotel subject to availability. 

www.fcbarcelona.com www.britishairways.com
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EXCLUSIVE VISIT TO MAISON DOM PÉRIGNON
An extremely rare chance to be hosted in luxury by one of the world’s most celebrated Champagne Houses: Dom Pérignon. 

Travelling by Private Jet to Epernay, at the heart of Champagne Country, the winner and five guests will stay at the stunning Royal Champagne, a luxury 
hotel and spa with one of the most astonishing views in the region, from where the group will be chauffeur driven to the abbey of Hautvilliers, for an 
afternoon exploring the spiritual birthplace of Champagne and enjoy a tasting of Dom Pérignon’s most recent vintages. Guests will then be treated 
to a private dinner at the historic house of Trianon in Epernay, hosted by one of the Dom Pérignon winemakers (subject to availability) with a menu 
designed by the Maison’s Executive Chef Marco Fadiga. 

The following day, the winners will travel home by Private Jet with a gift of two bottles of Dom Pérignon Plénitude 2, a delicious reminder of an 
incredible experience. 

Order of the day subject to change. Presence of Winemaker Subject to Availability. Dates subject to availability and approval from Dom Pérignon. Prize to be used within 12 months

www.domperignon.com

MEND MANY HEARTS – SPONSOR A MISSION £50,000
Your gift could help fly teams of heart specialists on a medical mission to treat up to 20 patients, deliver essential training and provide vital medical 
equipment needed for operations. 

Chain of Hope carefully recruits and compiles teams of world-leading cardiac surgeons, cardiologists, specialist physicians, nurses and technicians 
who volunteer their time to share their skills in developing countries.

Our medical volunteers deliver training to the local healthcare professionals so that in the future they can operate independently. All medical team 
members are experts in their field and donate their time entirely free of charge to assist in the development of these programmes. 

Where needed, your gift will help to fund the equipment necessary to perform life-saving cardiac operations. Each medical mission costs £50,000.

T&Cs – your donation will be allocated towards treatment, delivery of training and provision of equipment.
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T&Cs – if needed, Chain of Hope will use your donation to fund a different, but equally vital piece of life-saving medical equipment or valuable cardiac consumables.

SPONSOR VITAL MEDICAL EQUIPMENT - £10,000
Many of the centres we work in, lack the equipment and infrastructure required to carry out heart surgery on their young population. 

Your donation could provide vital medical equipment needed to provide hospitals in developing countries with the necessary equipment to perform  
open-heart surgery.

One example of equipment that your donation could sponsor is a heart monitor.  A heart monitor is an essential piece of equipment used in both 
Operating Theatres and Intensive Care Units. Every patient undergoing surgery requires a heart monitor. 

This equipment and other pieces like it, are crucial to Chain of Hope’s aim of building sustainable cardiac centres in the countries where we work.
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HELP MEND A LITTLE HEART - £5,000
It is estimated that 1 baby in every 100 is born with a congenital heart defect and in developing and war-torn countries, these babies are not able to access 
the care that they deserve. A gift of £5,000 will enable us to treat a child in one of our partner hospitals, giving hope to their family for a brighter future. 

Since the last Gala Ball, Chain of Hope treated nearly 300 children in need of urgent cardiac care including five year old Adrian, from Bolivia.

Adrian was the first child to be treated from Bolivia by Chain of Hope. After his life-saving operation, his father Kevin says that his family’s life will be 
changed forever because of Chain of Hope. 
‘Thank you for helping other people, for giving help to those who need it most. My son can now enjoy life, knowing that noble people of heart and soul 
helped him to live.’

Your contribution of £5,000 could help us to mend the hearts of more children like Adrian and bring joy to families from developing and war-torn countries.

 


